
About Patsystems
The power to trade 
Patsystems was founded in 1994 to provide electronic solutions 
for traders. Since then, it has grown into a global business on the
strength of innovative technology and the rapid spread of screen-
based trading. 

Having built its reputation on J-Trader, a widely distributed front-end,
Patsystems is developing new technologies and trading methods, and
is increasingly recognised as the first choice for professional traders. 

Banks, trading houses and other professional users depend on
Patsystems for the latest software. Through next generation 
applications such as IQ-Trader and Pro-Mark, traders have the speed,
power and control to succeed in fast-changing electronic markets.

Today, Patsystems sets the standard for electronic trading. 

Key business areas 
Trading systems
• Industry-leading technology for professional traders: front-end 

and back-end systems that ensure global connectivity from a 
single screen

• Pre-trade risk management, superior customer support, order 
routing to electronic and open outcry exchanges

Exchange systems
• A Patsystems Matching Engine offering matching and settlement 

for derivatives and commodity exchanges

• End-to-end technology for exchanges worldwide

Trading solutions 
• Pro-Mark – a next generation front-end for high-volume 

professionals

• IQ-Trader – a sophisticated front-end for strategic traders 

• J-Trader – Patsystems original front-end, a marketing-leading 
application for online, multi-exchange, real-time access to futures, 
options and forex markets

• Screen2pit – technology that routes orders to open outcry exchanges, 
bridging electronic and non-electronic markets

• J-Simulator – a versatile training tool to develop trading skills

IQ-Trader
The front-end for strategists
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MasterChart – adding multiple sentimentors (studies) to create 
a meta-sentimentor with working order book 

Express editor – Easy Language system scripting 
Order confirmation window (trade ticket) 
– optional

MasterChart  – showing WorkspaceBar (left); select commodity and 
templates, scripts and saved studies 

Screen views
Examples of functionality
IQ-Trader gives you step-by-step 
control: you research, configure and
then build your trades according to
carefully applied strategies and with
detailed market intelligence  

Configurable interpretation for sentimentor 
signals – you decide how bullish or bearish 
a signal should be



Key benefits
Charting/analytics 
• Combines Patsystems real-time data with historical data from 

third-party data providers
• Direct order entry from charts
• Creates trading signals based on analytic studies with auto order entry
• Choice of popular technical studies and charting tools such as 

Candlesticks, Bollinger bands, and Fibonacci retracements 
• Optimises strategies to create winning plans

Trading style 
• Drag-and-drop trading window for pricing, order entry and cancellation
• Position and P&L display in quotes window
• Tabbed working order/completed order display 
• Ladder-style depth of market order entry (like the Reflector functionality

in Pro-Mark and J-Trader), including volume at price display and market
weight indicators

• Order entry directly from charts
• Bracket orders to automate exit and stop loss 
• Simple ticket order entry 
• News window for use with third-party news feeds

Advanced trading tools
• Create trading systems and strategies graphically or through simple 

Express programming language
• Functionality to optimise trading strategies
• Backtesting and forward simulation of strategies
• Money management tools to control trading systems
• Event-driven trading strategies

Spread technology 
• Cross-product and cross-market spreading
• Any number of legs
• Active quoting of one or more legs in the market
• Allows spread of spreads
• Charting of spreads with historical and intra-day views
• Create trading signals on spreads for automated trading
• Position management and brackets on spreads

Imagine a front-end with exceptional vision. One that interprets markets,
analyses opportunities, defines strategies, and helps you plot the best
course for your trades. A front-end with an intellect.

You're thinking of IQ-Trader.

Designed for technical and system traders, hedge fund managers, commodity
trading advisors and other advanced users, IQ-Trader is an excellent tool
for professionals who want a comprehensive view of markets and products. 

No other front-end offers the same creative depth and control; no other
screen gives you more market intelligence, analysis and strategic direction.

With IQ-Trader, you have the power of second sight. You look beyond the
surface, you identify patterns and trends, you're given the whole picture.
In short, you see what others can't. 

Most of all, to ensure you profit from these insights, you have the widest
range of tools to transform trading ideas into realities.  

Automation without programming 
IQ-Trader enables you to perform sophisticated operations without the
need for programming skills. Intelligence is in-built, intuitive, automatic. 

You can create studies, trade guards, complex strategies – in fact, a huge
range of defensive and offensive 'trading plays' – all by pointing and
clicking. Moreover, IQ-Trader offers backtesting and optimisation that are
unequalled in speed, functionality and ease of use. Seamless automation
is guaranteed.  

Flexible and creative 
You have true flexibility and creativity. IQ-Trader provides a versatile
framework with powerful analytical tools to explore trading opportunities
and scenarios. Take charting, for example. You can create individual studies
and layouts using indicators, filters and drawing tools, and you can drag
and drop information onto charts. 

You research, configure and then build your trades step by step. The
result is precise control over your trading environment; you select the
information you need, optimise the parameters that suit your chosen
strategy, and focus on clear and achievable trading goals.  

As for trading styles, you have (among others) discretionary trading, scalping,
fully automated trading, real-time monitoring, and database screening.

Market knowledge 
Knowledge is power. The power to make informed decisions, the power
to execute the right trading strategies at the right time. IQ-Trader gives
you the latest market news, charting and analytics by connecting to a
large number of leading data providers. 

IQ levels  
IQ-Trader is available in three versions
with the following functionality: 

Premier
• Inter-product spreading
• Strategy scripting tool (Express)
• Strategy simulation tool
• Automated trading
• Trading signals from indicators
• Strategy backtesting
• Strategy optimisation
• Position management on signals
• Advanced charting
• Chart trade indicators
• Chart order entry
• Fills and orders visualised in charts
• Bracket orders
• Trendline stops
• Ladder order entry
• Order management
• Paper trading

Advanced 
• Automated trading
• Trading signals from indicators
• Strategy backtesting
• Strategy optimisation
• Position management on signals
• Advanced charting
• Chart trade indicators
• Chart order entry
• Fills and orders visualised in charts
• Bracket orders
• Trendline stops
• Ladder order entry
• Order management
• Paper trading 

Standard
• Advanced charting
• Chart trade indicators
• Chart order entry
• Fills and orders visualised in charts
• Bracket orders
• Trendline stops
• Ladder order entry
• Order management
• Paper trading 

Intelligent trading…made simple

IQ-Trader workspace: MasterChart – one-click trading from ChartTrader or SpeedTrader. Lines on chart 
depict working orders 

SpeedTrader – streaming prices, 
depth of market, one-click trading, 
own order display and volume 
histograms

ChartTrader – select chart style (e.g. candlestick, bar chart), overlay 
studies and sentimentors (e.g. trendlines and Fibonacci retracements)


